Spring 2019 edition
News from British
Girlguiding Overseas

Hello everyone
I hope that you had
wonderful World
Thinking
Day
celebrations with your
units ?
This years theme from
WAGGGS concentrated
on leadership which is
one of the roots of our
new programme – to
encourage the girls in our units to take the
lead in making decisions. As we have all
experienced, sometimes this works really well
and other times, not so well as some things
are forgotten and then the girls need to
rethink their plans for that evening.....unless
the forgotten item magically appears from
the boot of the car of one of the leaders !!
With many of our units now moving to the
new programme some girls have completed
their section Gold award. Rainbows in North
Germany division and in Singapore have
completed this prestigious award, so very
well done girls! Please don’t forget to let us
know of any others so that we may
congratulate them too.
Your voices made the decision for the designs
of the new BGO Thanks, Good Service and
Young Member brooches and it was with great
pleasure that Adele, Elin and I held the first
BGO awards committee meeting on Saturday
16th February. We met at HQ to consider the
first nominations from members for their
fellow members’ excellent service to BGO .
We had a very enjoyable morning considering,
discussing and voting....and I have to ask you
to wait until the next newsletter to find out
the decisions that were made as the awards
have not been made yet !!

While the morning was very rewarding for
three of us, the afternoon was extremely
special for 8 of our young members and 8
adult volunteers as BGO represented
Girlguiding at the annual Thinking Day
ceremony at Westminster Abbey. The girls, a
Rainbow and three Brownies from Djursholm
in Sweden, 2 Guides from Belgium and I’Île de
France and 2 Rangers from Belgium and The
Hague and their leaders were taken around
the Abbey in a private tour before the
evensong service when we sat in the choir
stalls and were enthralled by the music that
we heard. Once all the members of the
general public had left, we joined the Scouts
by the tomb of Lord and Lady Baden Powell to
remember all their
work and the
legacy that they
Welcome
have left us.
t o B G O ’s S p r i n g
Carmen read
n e w s l e t t e r, o u r
beautifully from
Thinking Day edition. I
have compiled a short
Philippians 4 : 4-9
array of activities from
‘Rejoice in the Lord
units everywhere,
always’ and Linsay
which I hope you will
laid the wreath on
enjoy. so many of you
behalf
of
have sent brilliant
photos and news
Girlguiding. Carmen
reports that it has been
also decided to
impossible to include
make her promise
very word, but thank
as a ranger and we
you so much for your
all remade our
contributions!
Please also read the
promise led by
Advisers’ reports with
Amanda the Chief
news of opportunities
Guide. After we
for you and your
went for dinner
girls.
together.
I cannot tell you
how proud I was to
spend time with
such inspiring,

happy and joyful girls and young women .
They represented themselves, their family,
their units, their leaders and BGO brilliantly
and seeing them before, during and after this
exceptional afternoon I am sure that the
future of BGO is in very safe hands !
The girls would not be the members of
Girlguiding that they are without the
fantastic leadership of all BGO volunteer
leaders. As always my sincere thanks for all
that you do :
Precious, priceless and invaluable
You are a volunteer so special
Worthy, admirable, marvellous
You are a role model for the girls.
Amazing, respectable, honest
By far, you are the best
Thanks for being a great volunteer Like you,
there is no other,
So a heartfelt, thank you!
(author unknown)

News flash!
Congratulations to Amanda Eliades on
completing her First Response trainers’
licence.
Thanks to Vanessa Thornewill-Traumann for
representing BGO on the national Girlguiding
18-30 task and finish group, also to Lesley
Holroyd for representing us on the national
Girlguiding strategy group. You can read
Lesley’s report later in this newsletter.

Guiding Development
Hello, and as Thinking Day is fast approaching
while I’m writing this, my very best wishes at
this special time in the guiding calendar.
I’d like to start by thanking everyone in
Cyprus for helping to make the ‘A Safe Space’
trainings there, back in October, go so well,
and for making Barbara Ferris and me so
welcome. We really enjoyed getting to know
everyone better.
There were more ‘A Safe Space’ trainings in
November, in Leuven, and it was lovely to
meet up with everyone involved
at that
BeNeLux & France Commissioners’ weekend,
so thank you to everyone who took part in

that event too. Thanks also, to Adele Steel
for continuing to deliver these essential
trainings, along with equally important First
Response sessions, in several locations across
the Middle East, and to all who have helped
facilitate them. Further training events are
imminent in the Middle East, Asia and
BeNeLux & France as I write, and I look
forward to being able to tell you more about
these in the next newsletter!
I am however, delighted to be able to share
some really fantastic news with you now, as
I’m sure you’ll want to join me in
congratulating our newest BGO Trainers who
have all recently successfully completed their
training qualifications. These qualifications
have all now also been verified and so huge
congratulations go to Jo Smith, Ellie Hart and
Amanda Eliades. Thank you for all the hard
work you put in ladies, and I hope that you
are thoroughly enjoying your new roles as
qualified Trainers. As many of you will know,
Ellie has since relocated from BGO, but I hope
that we’ll still see her at some events in the
future, and I know that we all wish her well
in her new home. We are always on the
lookout for potential trainers so if it is
something you might consider, and you’d like
to investigate further, please feel free to
drop me a line and I’ll be happy to answer
any questions and talk through the many
options and opportunities.
Also vital to helping new leaders become
qualified are our Leadership Qualification
Mentors. Throughout Girlguiding we are
committed to helping girls and young women
develop, but that commitment extends to
those of us who are adult volunteers too, so if
you think that you would like to help a fellow
leader by becoming a mentor, and would like
to find out more about that role, please do
get in touch. On a personal note, being a
mentor is one of my favourite roles, so I can
definitely recommend it!
Whatever your next adventure, I hope you
continue to enjoy everything you do in
guiding, and I hope to see lots of you at
Compass ’19 this summer. There will be lots
of training opportunities throughout the
week, and we’d love to have as many of you

as possible with us, so if you can attend for
any part of the week, please let us know.
‘A Safe Space’ training Levels 1 & 2 can be
done online with Level 2 then being
completed by a follow-up chat with your
Commissioner or ‘A Safe Space’ Trainer, and it
is absolutely essential that all of the levels of
‘A Safe Space’ training relating to your roles
are completed as soon as possible as we
approach the time that this becomes
mandatory across the whole of Girlguiding.
Look out for BGO ‘A Safe Space’ and other
trainings at HQ and in the north of England
during the early part of summer too – dates to
be confirmed very soon!

Hazel
Peer Education – changing the world
one girl at a time!
As you may have already heard, we have a
fantastic opportunity coming up for 14-25
year old members to attend a Peer Education
training at Compass 2019. It’s the first time
we’ve had a Peer Education training
especially for BGO so we’re really excited to

deliver this training at Compass and then
start delivering more Peer Education sessions
across BGO! If you’d like to find out more,
have a look at the poster included in the
newsletter and please share the information
there with any young women you think may
be interested in this fantastic opportunity. In
the meantime, don’t forget to get in touch if
you would like Peer Education in your area or
unit. Your girls can choose from Think
Resilient sessions on Mental Health and
Wellbeing, Free Being Me sessions on Selfconfidence and Body Positivity and Breaking
Free sessions on Breaking Gender
Stereotypes. These fun and interactive
sessions on important topics will be run by a
trained Peer Educator in your unit meeting
with your support. If you’d like to find out
more
please
visit
https://
www.girlguiding.org.uk/making-guidinghappen/programme-and-activities/peereducation/ or to request a session drop me an
email at peereducation@british-girlguidingoverseas.org.uk I look forward to hearing
from you.

Emma Plant
Peer Education Adviser

Outdoor Activities report

International Adviser

BOOKING FOR COMPASS IS STILL OPEN
It’s not too late to secure your places.

For those thinking of International travel
please feel free to contact me for any help
and advice. It would be great to see more
BGO members doing international trips.
If you are doing International travel please
make sure that a copy of the REN forms
comes to me as International Advisor because
I need to know where and when BGO
members are travelling the world!
Happy Travelling

Our BGO event, Compass ’19, is
taking place from 2nd August – 8th
August, 2019 at Whitemoor Lakes,
Lichfield, Staffordshire.
We a r e l o o k i n g f o r w a r d t o
welcoming Brownies, Guides and
Rangers and leaders to take part in a full
programme of adventurous activities
together with our good old BGO favourites
– Opening and Closing ceremonies,
campfire, disco and much more.
BGO is lucky to have sole-occupancy
Whitemoor Lakes and we will all be able to
enjoy our unique event in beautiful
surrounds and fantastic accommodation.
If you are unable to join us for the whole
week, don’t worry, there are options to
suit you – just contact us and we can try
to accommodate your needs.
Other OAA business
Th e ra n ge of re si d e n t i a l e ve n t s
continues to be vast and full of fun and
adventure for the girls. The new REN
form is being used well and there are
many leaders interested in working on
the GAW scheme. If you are interested in
taking your girls away and running a
residential event, you will need to let your
Commissioner know and she will arrange
for you to have a mentor to support you
through the qualification.
Don’t forget to take lots of photographs of
your residentials and any outdoor activities
and let us know about your events. Please
make sure you have photo permission. Well
done and thank you for continuing to
provide these exciting experiences for our
girls.
Looking forward to seeing many of you in
August at Whitemoor Lakes

Amanda
BGO Outdoor Activity Adviser

Caroline

Caroline Coleman International Adviser

Awards

As Diane mentioned in her report we now
have some awards which are specific to BGO.
This is what the new awards look like:

BGO Thanks Badge

BGO Good Service Award

BGO Young Person’s
Award
Congratulations to Adele Steel first Chair
of the Awards Committee. Adele has written:
The Awards Committee held its inaugural
Meeting at HQ on 16th February. Some awards
were agreed and will be presented shortly.
Watch this space! Please do think about
nominating people in your district if you feel
that they consistently go above and beyond
their usual wonderful performance in their
roles. We would like these by mid July
please. All the information is on the BGO
website, including guidelines for writing
letters of
support. We look forward to receiving all your
nominations before our next Awards
Committee meeting which will take place in
August at the BGO Compass event.

Victoria Ryan 1st Starnberg Brownies
celebrated today with a traditional candle
ceremony around the tree we planted on
WTD 2017. We tied yellow ribbons on our
bench to symbolise remembrance and
friendship. Happy WTD from Munich!

World Thinking Day 2019
Julie Pollington Paderborn District is
having a district event on Saturday for
rainbow, brownie, guide and ranger
members. Happy WTD 2019 from Germany!

Caroline Coleman Dubai Division are
having a Division event- a little late
1st Munich Guides 1st Munich Rainbows, Brownies
and Guides donated copper coins and managed to
raise an amazing €101,36 for the WTD Fund! We
arranged our coins into a
beautiful Trefoil mosaic and
the Guides held a candle
light ceremony with readings
about WTD. Happy WTD from
Munich!

Erica Jane Miller Jakarta Brownies tried the
game from the WAGGS leadership pack and
loved it. We have less time than is suggested
but the girls really got stuck in to the
activities. The Rainbows just did the peace
dove activity. Today we have a bake sale to
raise money to send poor Indonesian

Lisa Bruce Singapore have a
Thinking Day

Lizz Swan One Rainbow and three Brownies from 1st Djursholm
Rainbows and Brownies were given the wonderful opportunity to attend
the wreath laying ceremony at Westminster Abbey on Saturday 16
February. We flew from Stockholm on the Friday night and stayed at
ICANDO with the Guides and Rangers from Benelux. Together we made
up the BGO group for the Wreath laying service. On the Saturday
morning we visited the Royal Mews - just over the road from CHQ (how
many times have I looked over from floor 5 at CHQ to the Royal Mews?!)
- the girls loved it - seeing the carriages and being able to dress up as
footmen!
Finally, we went to Westminster Abbey, had a very interesting tour of
the place, seeing lots of tombs and memorials and the coronation
throne, before attending the evensong. We sat right next to the
Abbey Choir in the choir stalls - a fantastic experience.
Afterwards the BGO group, Diane CC of BGO, Amanda our Chief
Guide and the London Scouts and Explorers
joined together to mark our respects to lord and lady BadenPowell by laying wreaths on their memorial stones.
The girls were amazing - they were so excited and had a such a
wonderful experience. We were very lucky to be given such an
exciting opportunity! Thank you Diane and Barbara!

Around the World of BGO
Benelux and France County
Lest we forget .. Remembrance Day was
marked around the County. Several leaders
from Brussels and Waterloo attended the
Total British Legion service. Girls from
Toulouse were also proud to
attend a service and Ile de France
members went to the service at
Notre Dame in Paris.
Meanwhile acts of Remembrance
w e r e
enjoyed by
members in
Luxembourg
and The Hague.
Toulouse and Mauzac
Guides and Rangers
held a Switzerland briefing day. The theme

was
all five World Centres. They enjoyed fondue
in Adelboden, Morris dancing and cream tea
at Pax Lodge, sombrero crafting at Our
Cabana in Mexico and tried saris and Henna at
Sangam. finally they experienced African
drumming in Kusafiri.
They also took the opportunity to complete
the International Adventure Unit Meeting
Activity.
Watch
out for
another
briefing
weekend
before the actual trip in July
2019.

Baden Powell Challenge. Two
Guides from Brussels and Waterloo achieved
their award by organising a patrol weekend
camp and travelled by Eurostar to Kent to
meet Guides from
Ashford for a fun
weekend of rafting.
Ile de France Guide
trip to the Big Gig
“After waking up at
5:30 am, we got on the Eurostar to London
and began our adventure. Whilst on the train,
we painted our faces and wore our stripy tops
and berets to show everyone that we were
from Paris. Before the gig
started, we went to an
exhibition at the British
Library on "Stories that
shape the world". We saw
the Magna Carta, Jane
Austen's actual writing
desk, Shakespeare’s original drafts, religious
texts form around the world, as well as lyrics
from the Beatles!
After a picnic lunch outside the Library, we
made our way to
Wembley Stadium,
where we saw
many other Guides
wearing different
colours and outfits.
We bought glow
wands and then sat
back to enjoy the
show presented by
Lindsay Russell
from Blue Peter, who got us all cheering and
clapping. We saw some great acts, including
the CutKelvins, the Vamps and HRVY. At the
end of the concert, we sadly had to make our
way home. The journey via Eurostar home
was quite lively as everyone was still excited
from the Big Gig We all really enjoyed the
trip and hope to go on another one soon.”

Around the World of BGO
New programme throughout BGO
So many leaders have sent me wonderful
news and pictures about girls’ activities and
achievements that I decided to devote a
whole page to them. First this report from
Sennelager in North Germany, which is
typical of so many units.
Both leaders in 3rd Sennelager Rainbows,
North Germany Division, attended training on
the new programme, delivered by Diane
Thomas, in October and decided to introduce
the new resources to the unit as soon as
possible, especially as most of the girls will
move away from Germany within the next 12
months. We identified 5 Rainbows who would
be able to complete the Gold Award via the
transition route so parents were advised that
if their daughters wanted to complete the
award, they needed to work on
3 interest badges from the
badge book and submit these to
the leaders. By the end of
term, 2 very
enthusiastic
Rainbows
had finished
3 interest
b a d g e s
each. Libby completed
Drawing, Family Tree and
Recycling and Hannah
completed Drawing,
Helper and Family Tree.
Then they completed the
Gold Challenge by visiting Brownies and
talking to a Brownie who came to their
Rainbow meeting.
In February, the
unit had a
c o m b i n e d
Promise & Gold
Party. After the
p r o m i s e
ceremony, Libby
and Hannah were
presented with
their Gold Awards, the first to be presented in
North Germany. Debbie (Koala) spent hours

making a special Rainbow cake and as
well as receiving their badges, the
girls were given a letter from Diane and a
gold rainbow notebook each from the
Division.
Libby and Hannah have now both moved on to
Brownies and are excited about starting
Brownie badges and getting a Brownie Gold
Award to add to their collection.
This young lady from
Singapore, Lilly, who is now a
Brownie, got her Rainbow
Gold award presented to her
by Hazel Plant on 23
February!
Meanwhile in Kathmandu girls
h a v e b e e n b u s y. 1 s t
Kathmandu Brownies have
sent this. “We've been having
a lot of fun in Kathmandu working towards
our first Theme award (Express Myself!) but
took a break this week to explore the WTD
activities. The girls all had a lot of fun with it
and we thought we would share some of our
ideas and photos with you!
For the challenge to create a slogan to chant
at Crystal Palace, our groups came up with:
'If boys can, why can't girls?'
'Everyone has the right to have fun,
We are all together as one!’

Around the World of BGO
Europe County
1st Stavanger Guides went on a Christmas
Sleepover in a cabin in the Norwegian Forest.
Suzy, a Guide, wrote: On Friday night we all
arrived at the
cabin awaiting a
great sleepover.
First we decorated
the cabin and
when it was
finished it looked
very festive.
Then we made our
own pepperkake
(gingerbread
biscuits) and ate
birthday cake and
drank hot chocolate. After breakfast the next
day we made Christmas crafts and went for a

walk in the forest.
This truly was a great holiday!
Bucharest:
Rachel Eglinton has sent this
report.
Kate Rand joined Bucharest Brownies in the
Summer and was thrilled to make her promise
along with three other leaders, Nicky, Raluca

and Yolande in the forest. She writes:
Girlguiding offers so many opportunities to
develop new skills, socialise with other like-

minded girls who want to try new things
and have adventures. Challenges are fun
and encourage girls to think for themselves
and learn from others. Global awareness is
key in Girlguiding
by thinking of
others and helping
those
less
fortunate.
My personal
experience as a
Guide provided
opportunities to
go camping, learn
and perform new dances, visit hospitals, and
homes for the aged, as well as visiting the
fire station, and collecting
badges by
learning new skills. Without Brownies and
Guides, I would have been unlikely to have
done any of these things. As a result, my
horizons have been broadened and my life
and that of others has been enriched.
The Guides added : We enjoyed being out in
the fresh air with the Brownies and Rainbows.
We learnt about trust, co-operation, helping
others and respecting the natural
environment.
I felt so happy and
responsible helping the
young children for once
instead of people
helping me and the
activities were so
different
and
interesting.
The Rainbows enjoyed their first sleepover
and answered a few questions.
How did you feel before the sleepover?
Excited and happy. Nervous - but when I woke
up the other girls were already on the sofa
and the laughing game helped.
What was important to pack?
Teddy and pyjamas. My teddy is a sheep and
you count sheep to go to sleep.
Sleeping bag, toothbrush and bedtime story. I
do not want cavities and I enjoyed listening
to the bedtime story.
What did you most enjoy?
Sleeping - all of us next to each other.
Overcoming my fear and deciding to join in.

Around the World of BGO
Cyprus:
It’s been an incredibly busy time in Cyprus.
Just before Christmas we made the front
page of the British Press here in CY with HRH

The Duchess of Cambridge admiring one of
our Brownies badge sashes on a visit to RAF
Akrotiri. After getting back to normal after
Christmas we still had Panto outings taking
place, and lots of other unit trips.
You'll see from the photo that Ayios
Nikolaos Brownies are rather partial
to a bit of wall climbing!
In Nicosia we celebrated
International day of women in
A s t r o n o m y, a n d w e r e h u g e l y
privileged to be given a talk by a
professional Astrologer, (known
affectionately as Starry Owl to
Nicosia Brownies).

We have had promise ceremonies and leaders
completing their LQ and Training Licences.

We have approx 14 attending Compass 19 and
two attending the National Scout and Guide
Symphony Orchestra this summer.
On World Thinking Day in Cyprus, the sun
shone for most of
the day, the girls
had an awesome
time, the leaders as
usual amazed me
with their energy
and ingenuity and
we really felt like a
guiding family!
Thank you to all the leaders that made it
happen, but especially Pippa Spode-Santamas
and Becky Call who were my organising
committee with incredible help and support
from Claire Blyton.
It was lovely to have new girls make their
promise on such an auspicious occasion, and
then renew it almost immediately with those
who were present from Division. There was of
course cake, after all this is guiding! Check
out the photos for an enormous chocolate
cream cake and lots of happy smiley faces.
And if all that wasn’t enough..
huge congratulations to Gwyneth Green,
Pippa Spode-Santamas and Donna Koulinos on
receiving their 5 year Long Service Awards.

Thank you girls for all behaving so beautifully,
you are a credit to your parents and our
Division
We are currently looking to recruit new
leaders for September 19 for Rainbows and
Brownies in Dhekelia due to postings. Anyone
who has a friend heading our way do let us
know.
Amanda Eliades, Division Commissioner

Around the World of BGO
Asia County
Kuala Lumpur Brownies Guides and Rangers
In December, 3 of 6th KL BP Guides and 6 of
our Malaysia Division Rangers joined KL
Beavers, Cubs & Scouts for an amazing
adventure up in Genting Highlands, Malaysia.
For two nights, this group of children and
adults survived in the monsoon rain, the
creepy Genting fog, tents, mud, cooking on a
BBQ and preparing their own meals.
While the Beavers and Cubs had fun
celebrating
festivals, our
Guides
and
Rangers took part
in a “Who Stole a
Christmas?”
challenge.
As well as trying
the clues, they also
oversaw cooking and cleaned up the camp,
mentored the younger children, ran campfire
sing-along, organised fun activities and
undertook lots of different mental and
physical challenges! Lifelong memories were
made up in that field in Genting.
1st Kuala Lumpur Brownies and the Lost
Food Project By Maria Zi
Serving others and the community being
meant Take Action the main focus of our
term’s activities.
Brownies aimed
to
raise
awareness about
food wastage and
how quality fresh
food
in
suoermarkets can
still be used to
provide nutritious
meals to people in shelters and orphanages
around KL. It’s estimated that daily in
Malaysia about 3,000 tonnes of food is wasted
and thrown away.
A visit to a local charity’s warehouse, The
Lost Food Project, gave our Brownies an
introduction on how food is sorted out and
redistributed. It was a hands-on experience
for the girls. They looked at the quality of

fresh fruits and sorted out what could be
rescued, weighed all the fresh ingredients
and separated it in crates for distribution.
The girls used recycled wrapping paper, old
uniforms and other unused fabrics that they
brought in to make beautiful gift tags. They
focused on making as many as possible to sell
to the school’s Christmas Bazaar. They’ve also
made posters. The proud 1st KL Brownies sold
all the gift tags and raised RM 530 (approx
£100) which enabled TLFP to provide over
2500 meals to the charities they support.
What do you do when you live in a tropical
country and nearly all your unit want to make
their Brownie Promise? Why hold a Promise
Pool Party of course!
I had recently moved from Bucharest to Kuala
Lumpur and have enjoyed sharing ideas from
one BGO unit to another, including a promise
party.
We were lucky enough to have a Guide ask us
if she could help the Brownies plan the party
as part of her Baden Powell Award, so she
asked the Brownies to choose all aspects of
the party.
Brownies were unanimous that the promise
must involve jumping in the pool at the end.
Twist me and turn me at the edge of the pool
and looking into the water to see “myself”
and then after the promise “a brownie”
worked very well!
Our Guide unit joined the party and enjoyed
some great games using canoes and balls. It
was fun for the Brownies to get to know the
Guides and work together in a team rowing
across the pool.
Brownie Thinking Day sleepover
Brownies in Kuala Lumpur South celebrated
World Thinking Day with a District Brownie
sleepover. The Brownies had a great time
completing challenges from the WAGGGS
Thinking Day
pack, journeying
in their time
machines back to
the past and into
the future. The
Brownies played
old Brownie
games, learnt

how to polish coins and how Brownies were
tested on their fitness.
Before bed we laid out a Trefoil trail of shiny
coins and candles, and sang campfire songs.
Unfortunately this had to be
indoors due to a thunderstorm,
but the Brownies tried to drown
it out with their rendition of
“Thunder Thunder Thunderation”
The Brownies polished RM265
(approx. £50) for the World
Thinking Day Fund.
Our very own Bubbles Owl
couldn’t resist blowing Bubbles
with the Brownies for the UMA
Guiding in a Bubble.
This was a great
activity although no-one could get the 6
bubbles inside each other to represent a
Brownie in a six. The most anyone managed
was 5 bubbles inside each other.

Thinking Day in Dubai

Middle East and Africa County
Dubai Division celebrated World Thinking
Day by holding a Division event on Saturday
March 2nd.
Over 250 members attended and enjoyed a
number of activities, games and crafts on the
them of Leadership based on the WAGGGS
pack.
We had cookies made in the form of the
badge.
We had a Division Sausage sizzle whilst Diane
& Adele were passing through Dubai
and
Darya Badman from 1st Dubai Senior Section
was presented with 3 octant certificates by
Caroline and her Commonwealth and Chief
Guide Award by Diane.
Caroline Coleman Division Commissioner
Stop Press: Have you seen the video of
Thinking Day in Abu Dhabi on the website
now?

Our Strategy 2020+

Making sure we are delivering
for girls of the future
Since “Being Our Best” The Strategy 2020+
Project was started in mid-2018 with
representatives from all the regions in the
UK, including BGO, coming together to
discuss and help create a new strategy.
The project will finish when the
Girlguiding board of trustees approve the
strategy, which will hopefully be in June
2019 in time to prepare for delivering the
new strategy from January 2020.
Since late last year the team has had
numerous Skype calls and two very useful
meetings at HQ in London. The result so
far has been to organise 5 small, regional
“summit” meetings that took place in
Newtown (Wales), Edinburgh, London,
Lorne (Ireland) and Preston during
February. Guides, Rangers and leaders
were invited to express their interest and
were then, due to space constraints in the
various locations, selected to attend by
drawing names out of hat. At the events
they took part in activities to determine
where we now stand guiding-wise and then
took part in helping Girlguiding plan how
to deliver our vision, values and mission in
a manner fitting and appropriate for the
girl or young woman post 2020. I have
heard that a couple of BGO leaders were
awarded places to take part in these
meetings. I do hope they will let us know
how they got on.
Girls and adults were in separate groups to
do the activities but they all did the same
ones. In the morning, after a couple of icebreaking activities, they rotated around 7
activities. No group managed to do
everything on offer, and on average 5 were
achieved in the time available. At each
station the focus was on a different aspect
that is important to Girlguiding: WellBeing, Driving Seat, Listening Stop,
Relationships, Confidence, Life Skills and
being Active. At the Listening Stop girls
and leaders had an opportunity to talk to
Region Commissioners and members of

Girlguiding’s Executive Board; at the Well
Being station they discussed what is
needed for positive mental
and physical well-being and
then made a team flower,
one petal per participant,
to show this. In the Driving
Seat station, they
discussed how girls are
involved in the decisionmaking process in the
respective units and were
then asked to sort various
types of decisions into age categories.
Some responses were very enlightening.
In the afternoon everyone did the same
activity, but in their small, colour-coded
groups. First, they made a picture from
the materials available of how a unit looks
now and then they were asked to imagine
how it would look under a number of
hypothetical scenarios and, if desired, to
amend the original picture accordingly.
The reactions to these scenarios was most
interesting and, in some cases, quite
surprising.
Other, valuable input has also been
provided by various BGO units who took
part in the strategy activity packs
distributed last year. The activity “Piece
of Cake” seems by far to have been the
most popular with units ranging from
Sweden to Indonesia via Germany and
Benelux and France sending in their
contributions.
Now all the information from the five
summits, the activity packs and from the
UMA that came out in January will be
collated ready to be presented to a
Trustees meeting in March. We were very
encouraged to hear that already more than
14,000 members have tried the new UMA
and sent in their responses – this includes
several BGO units ranging from Malaysia to
Germany.
Thank you to everyone for taking part.Your
input will help ensure that Girlguiding gets
our strategy right for the future.

Lesley Holroyd

Archives

Yvonne Vaultier-Delay is presently a member
of the TGIFC guild, made up of ‘lone’
members of the Trefoil Guild who are based
around the world. She lives in America and I
have been able to chat with her on Skype
fairly often lately.
She is just about to
embark on the Voyage Award and is trying to
think of challenges she can do even though
she will be doing everything on her own.
Back in the seventies, Yvonne had left
England where she had been a leader for
several years and after travelling around,
found herself in America, where she also
joined the Girl Scouts.
She was also a
member of the Trefoil Guild and before
leaving UK Was the co-ordinator of the
Travellers Guild (the forerunner of TGIFC).
The part of the letter you can see was sent to
Yv o n n e w i t h i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t t h e
arrangements for the Queen’s Silver Jubilee.
The photograph and accompanying writing
come from America where Yvonne became
involved in many groups, both as a leader and
as a member of one or other of the groups in
America that are following the Trefoil Guild

Trefoil Guilds in Foreign Countries
Our Guilds around the world have all been
preparing their programmes for the year.
What a great selection of activities they have
planned.
Wine and Cheese Tasting
Bring a prospective new member
Make up demonstration
Visit to Thermal baths
Lunch
Jewellery making
Sugar Craft
Play Boules
Meal all to wear Red
Crazy Golf
Quiz
Celebrating 100 years of guiding in Bermuda
Here is a picture of the cake for 100 years of
guiding in Bermuda. The Guild provides tea
after the service at the Cathedral in
Hamilton.

Trefoil Guild in Your Part of the World
TGIFC is looking to expand its numbers by
encouraging new members from around the
world. If there are half a dozen people in
your area who are interested, they can start
their own guild.
If you are alone or there
are only a couple of you, the TGIFC guild is
waiting for you. At present we have Trefoil
members in St Helena, Bermuda, Gibraltar,
Cyprus, Spain, UAE, Benelux and France,
Malta, the Canary Islands, Australia and
America. Wouldn’t it be lovely to spread out
and start guilds in the Falklands, or
Singapore, maybe Kuala Lumpur or Germany?
Feel free to contact me wherever you are, for
further information.

Glen Aston
glenarchivist@british-girlguiding-overseas.org.uk

And finally….

Did you know where to find us
on social media?
British Girlguiding Overseas has
accounts on Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram.

A group from Benelux and France guild who
live in the Hague in the Netherlands got
together for a trip to a museum of bags and
purses followed by afternoon tea.

We have a public Facebook page
which currently has 888
followers and is an excellent
“noticeboard”.
There is a closed group for
commissioners and also a TGIFC
group. In addition lots of
divisions and districts have
their own pages.
We have a Twitter account
@girlguidingbgo
Latest news - you can find us on
Instagram girlguiding_bgo.

Friends of British
Girlguiding Overseas

Dear Friends,
Hi. I am Christine Glover, the current
stand in Chair for the Friends. As a
former Commissioner and Leader
within the then BGIFC I really enjoy
seeing what our units get up to
overseas and also the archive pictures,
more especially when we have helped
fund the people concerned.
As part of my role as Chair I need to
keep you up to date with what the
Friends have been and are doing.
From an Administration point we have
made some changes to our Friends
page on the web site. This has, of
course, included incorporating the new
logo, but equally important was taking
on the requirements of the new Data
Protection laws. Most private contact
details have been removed and
replaced by new email addresses.
We hope that we have made joining
Friends easier with the
keepintouchbgo@gmail.com email
contact address. The 100 Club and
notelets aspects of the page also
reflect interim updates. There have
been other proposed changes and these
will be discussed at the next Annual
General Meeting. Speaking of which we
are holding our AGM on Saturday 6th
April 2019. You are all welcome,
starting at 12.30 with lunch before our
business meeting and speakers.
St Peter’s Church Hall,
119 Eaton Square,
London SW1W 9AL.
This venue is very near to Girlguiding
H e a d q u a r t e r s a n d Vi c t o r i a . S o ,
hopefully, many of you will be able to
attend.
We have a few Committee Members
who have served their time on the
committee and we will be looking for

new members to join us. We hold most
of our meetings as conference calls
which work really well, so please
consider either putting yourself
forward or nominating someone if the
person is shy in asking.
We continue to help British Girlguiding
Overseas, in particular we continued to
support two Guides from Cyprus who
were part of the National Scout and
Guide Symphony Orchestra. Separately,
we are paying for the polo shirts for
BGO girls at this year’s camp Compass
’19 which is taking place from 2nd
August – 8th August, 2019 at Whitemoor
Lakes, Lichfield, Staffordshire. We
hope that some of the Friends will be
able to visit on the Open Day Monday
5th August 10.30 till 4pm. Tea and
coffee will be available. Please bring
your own lunch.
Stop Press The
invitation has been extended to ex
BGIFC and ex BGO members who are
still active in a unit and are welcome
to join for the full or part of the camp.
This is a good opportunity to get some
training and meet the girls.
BGO notelet cards (£5 per pack +
postage) are still available. These will
be available on sale at our AGM or via
BGOFriendsenquiries@gmail.com. They
are a great way to communicate with
your guiding friends with all profits to
Friends and therefore British
Girlguiding Overseas.
Looking to the future we are planning
for our 2020 AGM to be held in the
France/Benelux region and we plan to
bring this information to our AGM and
agree a venue for next year. If you
have any ideas or suggestions for venue
and local support, we would welcome
this.

Christine Glover

Who’s Who at British Girlguiding Overseas

Deadline for Summer Newsletter: 15 June 2019

